Fives, Fives, and More Fives
This portion of the handout contains information that is also on the slides. Partners should be
prepared to discuss the activities according to the workshop leader’s directions.
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Pretty Red Apples
Building “five-ness” - or any number - throughout the kindergarten year can be reinforced
through seasonal activities. Seasonal class books are good examples. Teachers may use word
processing to print the text for the bottom of each page and have the students to illustrate the
pages. Students may also fill in missing numbers and number words on the pages as they count.
Since the target number is five in this example, students may complete one page a day at a center
or work in groups of five to make a cooperative group book. A sample page is included in the
handouts.

Five Little Snowmen
Another seasonal book suggestion may be with snowmen. The number of snowmen could be as
large or as small as appropriate for the children. Each page would repeat the poem and students
would illustrate the correct answer. Notice that math questions can be combined with the
language activities. An alternative to the question on the bottom of this slide might be, “How
many snowmen made with 3 circles can you make with 12 circles?” (equipartitioning)
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Showing Five-ness
Building models of 5 (or any number) can be done in many different ways. Using wooden craft
sticks (or toothpicks) to build five provides a different perspective. When five sticks are counted
out…….the student is asked to make a design or picture with the sticks. Once again they are
asked to describe their model in words and numbers and to “read” them aloud. The craft sticks
in the design and pattern of the students choice, may offer more opportunities to see additional
combinations such as we see on this slide. What might the number combinations be for this
representation? (Example: 1 + 2 + 2 =5 or 2 + 2+ 1 = 5 or 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 or 1 + 2 + 1 + 1)
A related activity is for students to count out five Unifix cubes and place one on each finger of
one hand. The student should be able to “read” the combination aloud—such as, “One cube on
this finger and four cubes on these fingers, makes 5 cubes.” Because the students share their
combinations aloud, more variety is demonstrated. Discussion might include whether the
combination of one and four is the same as four and one. If the responses are recorded on a
chart, students will often see that the same set of numbers is being represented in different order.
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Fun With Five
Game board, 4 sets of number cards (0-5), and one copy of the smiley face/sad face and
TRADE cards are included in the handouts.
• Shuffle all cards and place three cards face up in the middle of the table. Remaining cards
are stacked.
• Students take turns drawing a card from the stack.
• The student will use the card drawn and a card from the middle of the table to make five.
• Each pair of cards that makes a five is placed on one of the spaces on the student’s game
board.
• When cards from the table are used to make five, they will be replaced on the table from the
stack. There should always be three cards face up on the table.
• If five cannot be made with two cards, the player must discard the card drawn.
• When a sad face card is drawn, all pairs made by the player up until this time must be put
back into the deck.
• A happy face card acts as a Wild Card. When it is drawn, the player can use it as ANY
number to help make five. The card’s value must be named during play.
• If a TRADE card is drawn, the player must trade their entire mat with another player.
• Game is over when a player has filled all spaces on their board with combinations of five.
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Five Little Ducks
This activity could be presented in the following manner in the kindergarten classroom: Show
numeral cards 0-5) and say the name of each numeral as you show it. Also point out the number
word on each card. Show the cards first in sequence, then in random order. You may wish to
show the zero card several times if students are still having difficulties.
Have students place five counters in front of them to model the numbers they hear in the song.
Then sing the song together. Students will remove one counter as they sing each verse. A five
frame may be used but is not necessary.
Ask students questions as you go through the song a second time: How many ducks came when
"no little ducks came waddling back? What number stands for "no little ducks"?
Note: The song is reproduced in the handouts.
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Five in a Hive
Five in a Hive is a card game that uses forty cards, ten of each type of card: showing one, two,
three, or four bees. Model the following game on the overhead or use a document camera.
The object of the game is to find any two cards that equal five when the number of bees are
added together. Cards are shuffled and placed face down on the table. The first card is turned
face up on the table creating a discard pile. All remaining cards are dealt to two players, who
keep their stacks facedown. Players take turns turning over the top card on their stack. If the
player cannot make a sum of five with the card that they have turned up and the top card on the
discard pile, the card that has just been turned over must be added to the top of the discard pile,
face up. When the player makes a sum of five with two cards, they may keep the cards in their
“hive” or beside their pile of playing cards. That player must now discard the top card from their
playing pile and the next player begins their turn.
The winner is the player with the most bees (cards) at the end of the game.
Another variation of the same game could be to have both players turn over their top card at the
same time, adding their number of bees to the number on the discard pile. The person that makes
a combination of 5 first, gets the two cards to add to their hive. (like the game of War.)
This is an activity that will be on-going throughout the school year as students build an
understanding of five. The number can be increased as the year progresses. Play “Seven in the
Sea” or “Nine in a Nest” using other number cards or regular playing cards with face cards
removed.
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Five Little Monkeys
The book, Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed, is a familiar book to kindergarten students.
(There is also the Ten Little Monkeys version where you would use a 10 frame.) After reading
the book, have students practice showing numbers on a five frame in a variety of ways.
Give each student a five frame and 5 counters. Be sure that students understand that the board
represents the bed and the counters represent the monkeys.
• Discuss the number of squares on the board. On the five frame, there are five squares in a
row. (For the ten frame……there are five on one side and five on the other OR five on the
top row and 5 on the bottom row.)
• Rotate the board and ask how many squares. It is obvious to adults that the number of
squares does not change with the orientation but it may not be to students!
• Reread the story and have students to use the counters to represent the number of monkeys on
the bed as you read. Ask the students what is happening to the number of monkeys each time
(decreases by one).
• Before beginning the game, give each student an additional counter (six counters per player).
Guide the student to discover the necessity of having six counters because of the possibility
of the teacher rolling a six on the die.
• The teacher begins the game by rolling the die and a student counts the dots. Together the
class says, “Four (the number on the die) little monkeys jumping on the bed. That’s how
many Trevor (the player’s name) said.” The students put that number of counters on their
five frame.
• Pass the die to a student and they roll, say the number and begin the chant again using the
“roller’s” name and the number rolled.
• If a six is rolled, discuss with students where to place the sixth counter (outside the 5 frame
but on the 5 frame work mat).
• As play continues the teacher observes the strategy used by students to construct the new
number….do they consistently clear the board each time and count from one while putting on
the next number of counters? If so, this is an indication that the student sees the numbers as
unrelated. This is an indication of beginning number understandings.
• If the student adds on to the previous number to make the new number, this indicates that
they understand that the earlier number is contained inside the new number.
The same assessments can be made using 2 dice and a ten frame when the students are ready for
the larger number.
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Break Down the Wall
Objective: Recognizing part-part-whole relationships using 5 and 10 as referents; demonstrating
the meaning of joining and separating sets with objects to solve problems for whole numbers
from 0-10.
Materials for 2 players: 5 counters, Unifix cubes, or small objects per player, 1 file folder
1. A file folder is placed between the two players to represent “the wall.”
2. Player one places some of his/her counters in front of the wall and the remainder of the
counters behind the wall so that the other player cannot see how many are “behind.”
3. The second player counts the number of counters in front of the wall and then says how
many are behind the wall.
4. The first player breaks down the wall by lifting the file folder to verify or correct the
guess.
Before the wall is put back in place, both players must agree on the total number of objects. (If
writing numerals is appropriate, players may record the two sets before and after combining to
see the part-part-whole

Under the Rug
Count five (or what ever number is appropriate) of counters, snap cubes, buttons, beans, or other
objects and place them on the table. Model how to use your hand as a “rug” to cover some of the
objects. Say, “I have five objects. There are 2 objects beside the rug. How many objects are
under the rug?” Participants will count the visible objects (or recognize the set) and say, “There
are 2 objects beside the rug so there must be 3 under the rug.” This is an on-going activity for
use throughout the year. The total number of objects should increase up to ten.
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